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Introduction {#sec1}
============

In some mammalian species, hearing capabilities can extend out to 60--160 kHz ([@bib14], [@bib4], [@bib40], [@bib15]). Indeed, tuned hair cell receptor potential-derived cochlear microphonic potentials have been measured beyond 60 kHz in the bat ([@bib24]). Underlying this electrical behavior are sharp frequency tuning and enhanced cochlear partition vibration, which are susceptible to outer hair cell (OHC) damage; studies in laboratory rodents provide such evidence, e.g., in the mouse sharp basilar membrane tuning is measurable beyond 60 kHz ([@bib22]). This enhancement over Bekesy\'s passive partition vibration ([@bib43]) is termed cochlear amplification (CA) ([@bib7]) and amounts to an apparent gain of 100--1000 at best frequency locations along the cochlear duct. DC and AC trans-membrane voltages are sensed by the membrane protein prestin (SLC26a5) ([@bib30], [@bib17]), a special member of the SLC26 family of anion transporters ([@bib44]), that populates the OHC lateral membrane at molecular densities up to 8,000/μm^2^ ([@bib31], [@bib12]). Voltage is thought to faithfully govern prestin\'s conformational state, evoking rapid switching between expanded and contracted molecular conformations that leads to rapid length changes (termed electromotility; eM) ([@bib1]). Current dogma has it that evoked OHCeM provides mechanical feedback into the organ of Corti on a cycle-by-cycle basis to power CA. In fact, Frank et al. measured high-fidelity OHC AC eM responses beyond 80 kHz ([@bib9]). During the last few years, however, the kinetics or frequency dependence of prestin\'s electromechanical capabilities have been reassessed in OHCs ([@bib35], [@bib29]). Both the frequency of prestin charge movement (measured as a nonlinear capacitance \[NLC\]) and that of its associated eM were found to be low-pass, precipitously rolling off within the bandwidth of human speech (200--8000 Hz) ([@bib37], [@bib32]). However, those data must be viewed cautiously because measures were made in whole cell mode. In fact, being a piezoelectric-like protein ([@bib16], [@bib10], [@bib19]), where reciprocal influences of mechanical load and voltage are at play, whole cell measures of OHC electromechanical activity may fail to establish the actual frequency capabilities of prestin. Here we address this issue by measuring the frequency response of prestin\'s NLC with on-cell and excised macro-patches from the cell\'s lateral membrane where isolation from external whole cell loads can be achieved. The macro-patch is the preferred methodology to gauge fast charge movement in voltage sensitive membrane proteins ([@bib21]). Our patch data in mouse and guinea pig show low pass, voltage-driven electromechanical behavior of the protein, whose frequency response alters over time but still falls far short of its expected influence on cochlear amplification at very high frequencies, leading us to question prestin\'s role in this process.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Our recording system response ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A andS1B), and results on an electrical model of a membrane patch ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C--S1F), confirming our capability to measure capacitance flat out to 20 kHz, is provided in the [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} section of the supplement. [Figures1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A--1D illustrate our basic experimental strategy. Macro-patches (3.5--4 μm inner diameter) were made on the lateral membrane of OHCs ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) and a voltage chirp array delivered to the patch superimposed on stepped holding voltages (−160 to 160 mV) to extract prestin displacement currents ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D), following subtraction of currents at +160 mV where NLC is absent ([@bib33]). Single-sine or dual-sine admittance analysis of the displacement currents provides estimates of NLC. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E shows average (+/− SE) cell capacitance data fitted with Equation 1 (see [Methods](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}) at 2 frequencies (390 and 19,500 Hz). Note the substantial drop in peak membrane capacitance at the higher frequency. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F displays in a 3D rendition all frequencies studied across holding voltage. Black lines are average data and pink lines are mean +SE, whereas the multicolored plot shows fits. The extracted NLC is shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G and illustrates the continuous roll-off of NLC with increasing frequency. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H shows the largely frequency independent component of membrane capacitance (C~sa~) at negative holding potentials that we previously attributed to membrane surface area/thickness changes during prestin\'s conformational changes between compact and expanded states ([@bib33]). The clear roll-off differences between NLC and this C~sa~ response ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G and 1H) indicate that our previous interpretation of the C~sa~ component may need reevaluation.Figure 1Measures of NLC in Macro-Patches from Outer Hair Cells (OHC)(A) An image of an OHC (10 μm wide) showing a patch pipette sealed to the lateral membrane. Inset: enlarged view of patch. Red lines outline pipette, dotted yellow line outlines membrane patch.(B) Section of command voltage stimulus, composed of 35 repeats of a chirp stimulus of 10 mV peak.(C) Expanded view of individual chirp stimuli at the range of holding potential delivered to the patch (−160 to 160 mV).(D) Extracted AC displacement ("gating") currents, representative of voltage sensor charge movements during conformational changes in prestin. Evoked raw currents at each holding potential were averaged from parts 2--32, then the averaged current at 160 mV, where prestin activity is absent, was subtracted from all raw currents at each holding potential, revealing prestin displacement currents. Here, for illustration, we plot the average of currents from all cells, but for subsequent data analysis each cell was individually analyzed to provide statistics. The magnitude of AC currents peaks near V~h~, where prestin charge movement vs. voltage is maximal. The displacement currents were used to analyze for nonlinear capacitance (NLC).(E) Extracted membrane capacitance at two stimulating frequencies, (390 Hz \[red circles\]) and 19,500 Hz \[blue triangles\]). Mean ± SE. Solid lines are fits based on Equation 1 (see [Methods](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}).(F) Membrane capacitance as a function of voltage and frequency. Black lines are averages from 13 patches, and pink lines show mean +SE. Smooth multicolored surface is fit to averaged data.(G) Extracted NLC. Note the roll-off in peak NLC magnitude as frequency of stimulation increases from 390 to 20,000 Hz.(H) C~sa~ component of fit. Note frequency independence.

NLC at V~h~ reflects the charge distribution where an equal amount of voltage sensor charge resides on either side of the plasma membrane. Furthermore, that characteristic voltage (V~h~) is a reflection of the ratio of forward and backward rates of prestin transitions, providing a voltage at which to measure the characteristic rate or frequency of sensor charge movement. The coupling of charge movement and eM ([@bib37]) also indicates that at this voltage OHCeM gain (cell length change/membrane potential) is maximal. In [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, we plot the frequency response of NLC at V~h~ (mean: blue line; mean +SE: light blue dotted line). The roll-off is precipitous commencing at the lowest measured frequency. It is clear that our data, collected at 24.4 Hz resolution, requires a multi-Lorentzian (double in this case), or a power function fit ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). The double Lorentzian fit indicates a slow and fast component with frequency cut-offs (Fc) at about 1.5 and 16.2 kHz, respectively. For the power fit, we estimate a cut-off at one-half magnitude of 11.3 kHz. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C indicates that the frequency response of NLC is the same with on-cell or immediately excised macro-patches in the guinea pig. In [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D, we show that the frequency response of NLC in mouse patches is similar to that of the guinea pig. Half-magnitude cut-off of the power fit is at 10.5 kHz. For comparison, we plot the chloride dependent capacitance frequency response of GAT1 (triangles) ([@bib21]), and its power function fit (green line), indicating that it is somewhat faster than the frequency response of prestin. The guinea pig response (pink line) is replotted in the figure along with scaled eM data (OHC 65: magenta solid line; OHC84: dashed magenta line) from [@bib9] ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A), showing that the speed of prestin conformational transitions falls far below OHC mechanical responses. In other words, the drive for eM (voltage-dependent conformational changes in prestin) does not correspond to their measured eM. Can NLC frequency response be augmented?Figure 2Frequency Response of NLC at V~h~(A) Blue line indicates mean NLC, dotted light blue line shows mean +SE. We require at least a double Lorentzian fit that indicates low and high pass components.(B) Power fit of our data illustrating the continuous roll-off of NLC across frequency. One-half magnitude (red circle) is near 10.5 kHz.(C) Average of three patches before and after inside-out patch excision, illustrating similar frequency response for each.(D) Mouse NLC frequency response (mean, mean +SE, blue line, dotted light blue line, respectively) is similarly low pass compared with guinea pig response (pink line). Red circle shows one-half magnitude at 10.5 kHz. For comparison, we plot the capacitance function of [@bib21] ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A) for GAT1, fitted with a power function (solid green line). Also, for comparison, the scaled electromotility for the two presented cells from [@bib9] ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A) is shown. Note prestin\'s voltage-driven charge movements are remarkably lower-pass than eM.

We have previously shown that NLC is not stationary in time ([@bib34]). Step changes in voltage evoke initial rapid changes in NLC, which immediately alter in magnitude in a stretched exponential fashion, accompanied by shifts in V~h~. In [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we explore the frequency response of NLC along the duration of our holding potential steps. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A shows the regions of chirp currents that were averaged for comparison. The extracted NLC from the three regions are shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B, and for the first region (p3-8) a red line is plotted along the slope of NLC at V~h~ across frequency. That same red line is recast onto the two other plots of regions p13--18 and p23-28, showing alterations in the frequency response of NLC as duration of the step increases. A quantification of the frequency responses is made in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C. Power fits indicate that low frequency components are reduced over time such that the frequency cut-off effectively increases over time. [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D--3G plot the fitted parameters of the power fit across holding potential duration, showing reductions in NLC~0~, and time-dependent changes in the power parameters that control frequency dependence, with frequency cut-offs increasing over time.Figure 3NLC Frequency Response Alters Over Time(A) Currents were averaged at three time regions, six chirp responses each, over the duration of holding potential, p3-8, p13-18, and p23-28, and NLC was extracted for each region.(B) NLC for the three durations is shown. The red line demarks the slope of NLC at V~h~ for the first region (p3-8) and is recast on the others. Note the change in NLC as duration of holding voltage increases.(C) The frequency response of NLC at V~h~ is fit with a power function and shows that low-frequency regions of the response decreases over time. Circles depict one-half magnitude, which increases over time.(D--G) Plots show the parameters of the power fits (\[D\] NLC~0~, \[E\] a, \[F\] b, and \[G\] F~c~) that alter over time.(H and I) V~h~ shifts over the duration of holding voltage steps. (H) V~h~ across frequency (colors correspond to those in \[C\]). (I) Mean V~h~ across frequency corresponding to data and colors in (H).

It has been observed that patch size can change during the course of experiments ([@bib38]). It is unlikely that patch size alterations across the duration of our voltage protocol account for the changes in frequency responses that we find because such changes would likely alter the size of NLC across the full frequency range (e.g., see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D, where smaller mouse patches simply shift all components of NLC downward relative to guinea pig patches). Indeed, [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}H and 3I illustrate that NLC across holding potential duration exhibits shifts in V~h~ that correspond to the nonstationary behavior of NLC that we previously found ([@bib34]), rather than changes in patch area.

Salicylate is a known intracellular blocker of NLC ([@bib20], [@bib41]), working in a competitive fashion on chloride binding ([@bib23]). Chloride anions are *not* extrinsic voltage sensors for prestin but instead likely work allosterically ([@bib39], [@bib25]) (also see our comment \#1 on [@bib45]---<https://elifesciences.org/articles/46986>). In [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, we explore the effects of salicylate on NLC frequency response. Blue symbols denote responses after salicylate treatment, and red symbols denote response before treatment. Extracellular perfusion of high concentrations of salicylate (10 mM) substantially reduces NLC but not completely ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). The effect results from intracellular loading of the ionized form of the molecule, working in the micromolar range ([@bib20]). In order to gauge salicylate effects on NLC frequency response, we utilized lower concentrations (10 μM), assessing the response before ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, *top panel*) and after ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, *bottom panel*) treatment. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C shows that low-frequency components of NLC were reduced by 10 μM salicylate, effectively increasing the frequency cut-off. None of the NLC frequency modulations we observed, due to time dependence or salicylate interference with chloride binding, sufficiently increased the response to promote very high frequency electromechanical activity.Figure 4Salicylate Blocks NLC by Reducing Low Frequency ComponentsBlue color denotes responses after salicylate treatments. Red color denotes control prior to treatment.(A) NLC is substantially reduced by 10 mM salicylate.(B) *Top panel*: control before and *bottom panel*: after application of 10 μM salicylate to a single patch to provide partial block of NLC.(C) The resultant partial inhibition of fit extracted NLC illustrates a low-frequency block, which effectively increases NLC frequency response.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

The identification of AC electromotile responses of the OHC ([@bib18]) offered a clue to the OHCs\' ability to promote high-frequency enhancement of hearing in mammals ([@bib5]). The subsequent identification of the response\'s voltage dependence and associated voltage-sensor activity ([@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib30], [@bib2]) suggested that OHC receptor potentials, evoked by acoustic stimulation, drive feedback of mechanical energy into the cochlear partition. It is current dogma that this feedback is cycle-by-cycle, working best at high frequencies, where tonotopic frequency tuning is best ([@bib1]). Indeed, OHC eM had been measured in a whole-cell microchamber configuration to work without attenuation beyond 80 kHz at room temperature ([@bib9]), this in spite of initial studies showing more limited charge movement ([@bib11]). More recent investigations on whole cells have challenged the concept of OHC high-frequency electromechanical activity, with both NLC and eM exhibiting significant low-pass behavior below 10 kHz ([@bib29], [@bib32], [@bib3]). Our current data on excised and on-cell macro-patch measures of NLC, *where whole-cell mechanical loads on the piezoelectric-like protein prestin are absent,* directly show continuous roll-off of prestin\'s conformational activity and indicate that attenuation of sensor-charge movement in both mouse and guinea pig is not single Lorentzian in nature, but instead fit well by a power function of frequency. This frequency response is not very different from that of capacitance measures in the GAT1GABA transporter ([@bib21]). Mechanisms that we find to enhance the frequency response of prestin, namely, time-dependence or motor block with salicylate, do not increase its high-frequency behavior, but simply work by reducing the magnitude of low-frequency components. These observations place a severe restraint on the effectiveness of voltage (i.e., receptor potentials) to drive electromechanical responses of the OHC at very high acoustic frequencies where several mammals possess hearing in the 60--160 kHz range. That is, there can be little or no OHC mechanical feedback in the absence of prestin sensor charge movement at high frequencies, assuming that prestin works as an AC motor driven by AC voltage. Interestingly, *in vivo* indications of OHC electromechanical activity in the gerbil obtained with OCT show low pass behavior, as well ([@bib42]). Those authors considered the RC filter problem ([@bib26]), where OHC receptor potentials are expected to be attenuated at very high frequencies by more than 20 dB relative to partition movements, and thus not be able to drive prestin. Our data show that the RC filter problem is inconsequential, in as much as the ability of prestin to follow wide-band voltage perturbations is insufficient in and of itself.

There is no doubt that normal prestin activity is involved in the process that enhances hearing capabilities ([@bib6], [@bib36]). Knock-in of prestin mutations that alter its voltage operating range (i.e. V~h~) or manipulations of OHC chloride, known to influence prestin activity, are catastrophic to cochlear amplification in the mouse, the latter in a reversible manner. How can a slow motor protein work to enhance high-frequency hearing? Could low pass eM actually be countering low-frequency acoustic responses in order to "highlight" high-frequency input to the cochlea? Intriguing results on basilar membrane tuning have been obtained in prestin knock-out/in mice that may point to possible mechanisms of OHC action ([@bib22]). Alternatively, a rectified DC component of prestin activity ([@bib8], [@bib26]) could contribute to effects on high-frequency tuning, as Vavakou et al. ([@bib42]) have intimated. Finally, global hydromechanical influences of the OHC may be at play ([@bib13]). In any case, the long-held cycle-by-cycle hypothesis of cochlear amplification at very high frequencies is directly countered by our present observations.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

Ion concentrations in pipette and cell over the timescale of recording are likely fixed; however, conceivably, as in any macro-patch experiment, ion depletion or accumulation on the patched membrane could influence electrical measures.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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